Scope TeK MSO56

Short description: Tek MSO56 Mixed Signal Oscilloscope

- Input channels
  * 6 FlexChannels inputs
  * Each FlexChannel provides one analog signal inputs or 8 digital inputs (TLP058 Logic Probe)
- Bandwidth
  * 1GHz
- Sample rate (all analog/digital channel)
  * Real-Time 6.25 GS/s
  * Interpolated 500 GS/s
- Record length (all analog/digital channel)
  * 125 Mpoints
- Vertical resolution
  * 12-bit ADC
  * Up to 16-bits in High Res mode
- Display
  * 15.6-inch TFT color
  * High Definition (1,920 x 1,80) resolution
  * Capacitive (mult-touch) touchscreen

Localisation: ESD bench 3

Personne(s) ressource(s): Pascal Simon,
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